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[ITU-V] 8,773,497 SHS. 

CUSAC/TAURUS GOLD PROJECT REVIEW - Guildford H. Brett 
president, Cusac 

Gold Mines Ltd, and partner International Taurus Resources Inc., 
report some excellent aim results from the latest drill holes on the - 

The property is being 
explored by Cyprue Canada Inc. which can earn a 50% interest in 
certain areas under agreements with Cusac and Int' 1 Taurus. 

The results now make it possible to project a geological 
resource to date of almost 3,000,000 ounces, with more than half the 

I 
current drill program yet to be reported and/or completed. 

# 
Eleven drill hole results were reported; see .assay table overleaf 

P.1 and drill hook map overleaf P.2. Three of d e  holes (29, 32. 35) 
are in the Taurus West area on line 11-West (just north of the hole 
13, the deepest mineraliztd hole so far). Hole 95-29 is one of the 
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most encouraging, holes to date with 162 metres of gold 
mineralization averaging 1.37 grams goldftonne (0.040 odton) 
which includes 86 metres of 2.47 gramdtonne (0.072 odton). Hole 
95-32 has gold mineralization over a width of 172 metres averaging 
0.83 grams gold/tonne (0.024 oz/bn) with 44 metres of 1.55 
gramsltonne (0.045 oz/ton), while hole 95-35 has mineralization 
over 3 width of 187 metres averaging 0.37 grams gold/tonne (0.011 
oz/ton) with 74 metres of 0.74 grams gddltonne (0.022 ozlton). 
These widths and grades are considered to be favourable for a 
potential large tonnage, low grade open pit mine. 

The other eight drill holes were in the area of the Taurus Portals, 
about 1,100 metres east from line 11W. The results indicate the 
presence of local zones of similar grade to that in the'Taurus West 
area but over generally narrower widths. The best result in the Taurus 
Portal area is for hole 95-36 which returned 39 metres grading 1.29 
grams gold/ to~e (0.038 ozlton). The results appear to be erratic due 
to considerable faulting. 

The results of the drilling by International Taurus in late 1994 
and of the 37 drill holes (for which assay results are available) by 
Cyprus Canada so far in 1995, now make it possible for Cusac and 
~au rus  to calculate a drill indicated geological resource for the 
CusaJTaurus gold project, using an average thickness of 55 metres. 

I Independent calculations by Cusac and Taurus project that, to 
date, there are at least 100,000,000 tons with an average grade of 
0.029 oz.gold/ton, thus containing at least 2,900,000 ounces of 

I gold. The potential to increase this resource estimate significantly 
is considered very good, with three quarters of the induced 

I polarization anomalies yet to be drilled. 
Cyprus Canada Inc. continues the drilling and exploration 

program. Results will be released on a regular basis. (SEE GCNL 
NO. 164, 1 1 Sept95, P. 1 FOR PREVIOUS DETAILS) 
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